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PANDA CHINESE TAKE OUT BOX
Design by: SophieO1998 (3 Projects)
About me: I've been crafting for m any years
and am interested in finding new projects to
m ak e with m y Cricut!

Project skill level: easy
Project time: less than 30 minutes
Project tags: Boxes/Bags/Tags Family

Edibles New Year's Modern Classic Holiday
Celebration Party Decorations/Favors Animals
Gifts Playful Clean & Simple Friends Home
This project, is in the style of a Chinese take out box. It
combines the box from Cricut Projects Sw eet Tooth Boxes,
w ith the panda detail from Cricut Create A Critter. I used 2
contrasting pieces of red card, w hich really bring out the
panda on the side of the box. This project is quick to make
and the interlocking lid, helps it to store treats, such as
fortune cookies!

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® Create a Critter
Cartridge

Cricut® Projects
Cartridge, Sweet Tooth
Boxes
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OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
12 x 12 Piece Of Red Card

12 X 12 Piece Of Contrasting Red Card

Adhesive

Scoring Board

Scrap Card: Black & White

(x3) Foam Dimensional Dots

STEP 1
To make the box, using Cricut Projects Sweet Tooth Boxes, cut out on the red card (x2) the sides of the box <TakeOut> in 6 inches. On the
contrasting card, cut out (x1) the other sides of the box <TkOutLy1> also in 6 inches (pages 33 - 36 in the handbook).

STEP 2
Score all 4 cut out pieces using the indicated dash marks. Once you have done this, apply adhesive where shown in the handbook (page
36) and stick down firmly to assemble the box. Fill the box with your chosen treats (I put fortune cookies in mine) and close the lid, using
the interlocking tabs.

STEP 3
To make the panda detail, using Cricut Create A Critter, cut out the panda base layer onto black card <Panda> at 2 inches. Then, cut out
the first layer onto white card <Layer1> also at 2 inches. Assemble the layers with a strong holding adhesive. Place 3 foam dimensional
dots on the back of the panda and stick onto one of the sides of the box.

RELATED PROJECTS
Gate Gift Bag

View details
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Princess Box
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Frog Prince Gift Bag
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